
Select ion Review #1

Maniac Magee

Chapters 1 -  14

1. How are Maniac Magee, John MacNab, Mars Bar Thompson, and Mr. Finsterwald alike?
Maniac Magee, John MacNab, Mars Bar Thompson, and Mr. Finsterwald have reputations
that are larger than life. Each of these people has done something that has made him well-
known in Two Mills. Each is a kind of legend. So much is said about them that it is difficult to
separate facts from fiction.

2. How is Maniac Magee different from most people in Two Mills? Unlike most people in Two
Mills, Maniac does not have a home or a family. While most people in Two Mills are racially
prejudiced, Maniac does not pay attention to other people’s skin color.

3. Why do the people of Two Mills call Jeffrey “Maniac”? Why is it important that the Beales
still call him “Jeffrey”? After Jeffrey hits John McNab’s fastball and bunts a frog for a home
run, people start calling him “Maniac.” A “maniac” is a person who is wild and full of energy.
The people in Two Mills think that Jeffrey must be a maniac to be able to hit John McNab’s
fastball and to do the other unusual things they have heard he can do. Jeffrey does not like
his new name because he calls himself “Jeffrey,” and he corrects other people when they
call him “Maniac.” Jeffrey believes that his name is “the only thing he ha[s] left from his
mother and father,” and he doesn’t want to lose it. This is why it is important that the Beales
do not call Jeffrey “Maniac.” To them, Jeffrey is not a maniac or a legend. He is a person and
like a member of the family.

4. Draw a Venn diagram like the one below. Lists ways in which Mars Bar Thompson and
John McNab are alike and different. Some possible answers are shown.
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Both

think they are
tough

are feared
are racially 
prejudiced

have followers
are bullies

John McNab

is white

lives in the West
End

Mars Bar

is black

lives in the East
End
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5. How has Maniac made enemies in Two Mills? Make a prediction based on the problems
that Maniac has had with these people. John McNab and his gang, the Cobras, dislike
Maniac. Mars Bar Thompson also dislikes Maniac Magee. John doesn’t like Maniac because
he embarrassed him by hitting his fastball – something no other kid in Two Mills can do.
Mars Bar doesn’t like Maniac because he is a white kid who has entered the black section of
Two Mills. Your predictions will vary, but you should be able to give reasons for them based
on what you have read.



Select ion Review #2

Maniac Magee

Chapters 15 -  27

1. Why does Maniac think it is strange that people consider themselves “white” or “black”?
Maniac does not think that anyone has black or white skin. Maniac “looked himself over
pretty hard and came up with at least seven different shades and colors right on his own
skin.” Similarly, he observes that “black” people are not really black but have many shades
and colors on their skin also.

2. What does Amanda think will happen when Maniac unties Cobble’s Knot? Is she right?
Amanda wants Maniac to untie Cobble’s Knot because she believes the feat will make him
popular with both the blacks and whites in Two Mills. The people of Two Mills consider the
knot a “Wonder of the World,” and anyone who can untie it will become famous in town.
Maniac does become famous, but it does not make him popular with the people in Two Mills
as Amanda hoped. During the celebration of his accomplishment, someone takes Amanda’s
treasured encyclopedia A and tears it up into pieces of confetti. Both Amanda and Maniac
know that this was done to show hatred toward Maniac because he is white, and toward
Amanda for being his friend.

3. Why does Maniac leave town? People in the neighborhood mistreat the Beales because
they are angry that Maniac, a white boy, is living with them. Maniac wants to stop living with
the Beales so people will stop mistreating them. Maniac cannot return to the West End of
Two Mills because John McNab and the Cobras want to harm him, so he decides to leave
Two Mills.

4. Why is Grayson surprised to learn that black people are just like white people? It is clear
that Grayson doesn’t know black people well and thinks that they are very different from
whites. This is why he is very surprised when Maniac explains that blacks live and act just
like whites.

5. Why does Maniac want to live by himself in the sports equipment room and not with
Grayson, who has a room at the YMCA? Maniac has a history of “bad luck with parents.”
He doesn’t want to be disappointed again as he was when he had to leave the Beales. He
protects himself from this disappointment by choosing to live at the band shell rather than in
Grayson’s home. He decides that it will be “better to stick with himself.”
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Select ion Review #3

Maniac Magee

Chapters 28 -  38

1. Why doesn’t Maniac stay for Grayson’s funeral? Maniac doesn’t stay for Grayson’s funeral
because he feels uncomfortable when he arrives at the graveside. Maniac is the only friend of
Grayson’s at the funeral. The other people present are men who have been hired to carry the
casket and bury it in the ground. These men complain about having to wait for the minister
to arrive. Maniac knows that the funeral is not fitting for Grayson and decides to leave.

2. How does Maniac feel when he arrives at Valley Forge? Why does he decide to return to
Two Mills? Maniac is without hope when he arrives at Valley Forge. He has decided that he will
never again live with an adult because he does not want to be orphaned again. He lies down
in one of the cabins and “wait[s] for death.” As Maniac takes shelter in one of the historic
cabins at Valley Forge, two young runaways arrive to take shelter there also. Maniac takes on
the responsibility of making sure that the boys, Russell and Piper, return safely to their home
in Two Mills.

3. How does Maniac help Russell and Piper? How does Maniac benefit from his relationship
with them? First, Maniac takes the boys back to their home. Then, he gets them to attend
school regularly by rewarding them with a pizza each week that they attend school. Later, the
boys demand that Maniac perform certain feats in order for them to continue in school, and
Maniac agrees. Maniac benefits from his relationship with the boys because he has found a
new reason for living. When he arrived at Valley Forge, he was depressed and without hope.
Maniac is no longer depressed now that he is helping Russell and Piper. Maniac also benefits
from his relationship with the boys because he is able to live in their home. Even though
their home is not a very pleasant place, Maniac has food and shelter there.

4. How does living in the McNab home help Maniac to understand the McNab boys better?
The McNab home smells like animal urine, and the floors are covered with trash. There is a
hole in the ceiling, and roaches are everywhere. Mr. McNab is smelly, fat, and rude. When he
talks, he barks orders at his children. John, Russell, and Piper are unkind, selfish, and ill-
mannered. When John’s gang, the Cobras, arrive, the boys drink beer, smoke, and curse.
The descriptions of the McNab home and of Mr. McNab give reasons for the children’s poor
behavior. It is clear that the children are neglected. Their home is an unpleasant, unhealthy
environment, and their father is not kind to them. The McNab boys’ behavior is a result of
their poor treatment at home.
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5. How have Maniac’s relationships with John McNab and Mars Bar Thompson changed? Why
have they changed? Maniac is now on friendly terms with John McNab, but Mars Bar Thompson
hates Maniac worse than ever. John begins to like Maniac when Maniac lies to Russell and
Piper about how John pitched him a stopball that he couldn’t hit. Mars Bar has always hated
Maniac because he is white. His hatred grows even stronger when Maniac beats him in a
footrace while running backwards.



Select ion Review #4

Maniac Magee

Chapters 39 -  46

1. Why does Mars Bar agree to come with Maniac to the white side of town? Maniac tells
Mars Bar that he can’t really be as “bad” as he says he is. This is because he has never set
foot in the white side of town. Mars Bar accepts Maniac’s challenge to come with him to the
West End. He wants to prove that he is “bad.” 

2. How does the trestle incident change Russell, Piper, and Mars Bar’s attitudes about racial
prejudice? The McNab boys are grateful when Mars Bar rescues Russell. Mars Bar and the
McNab boys begin to see each other differently. The boys enjoy their visit to Mars Bar’s home.
The boys’ friendliness toward Mars Bar helps him to change. He develops a positive attitude
toward the boys and toward whites in general. 

3. What does Maniac decide when he compares Russell and Piper McNab to Hester and
Lester Beale? Do you agree with Maniac’s opinion? Why or why not? Maniac compares
Russell and Piper to Hester and Lester. He decides that they are actually very much alike.
Hester and Lester are nicer and better behaved than Russell and Piper. However, Maniac
believes that “deep inside” the McNab boys are “identical to Hester and Lester Beale.”
Maniac believes the boys are “spoiling” but not  completely rotten.

You may agree or disagree with Maniac’s opinion, but your responses must be supported.

4. Identify and describe the themes in Maniac Magee. One theme is “Everyone needs friends
to survive the rough spots in life.” Many people’s lives are changed when Maniac reaches out
to them. Maniac experiences many disappointments, but his friendships help him. Amanda,
Mrs. Beale, Grayson, and Mars Bar are very important to him. Amanda’s and Mars Bar’s
concern for Maniac help to bring him home at the end of the novel. 

Another strong theme can be stated, “People should enjoy diversity. They should not allow
differences in skin color to divide them.” In the novel, the blacks and whites who dislike each
other have no reason to do so. They do not know one another. Their prejudice is based on a
difference in skin color. They have learned false impressions from others. Maniac brings
people together from different sides of town. They finally get to know one another. Racial
problems still exist in Two Mills at the end of the novel. However, some of the townspeople
are learning to overcome them. 
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Literature Test  #1

Maniac Magee

Chapters 1 -  14

1. Explain how Jeffrey Magee becomes well known in Two Mills after being in town only one
day. List at least three situations or events and tell how each caused people to notice him.

2. Why is Jeffrey called “Maniac”? Why doesn’t Jeffrey like his new nickname?

continued...

N a m e :
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3. Use the Venn diagram below to compare and contrast Maniac Magee, Mars Bar Thompson,
and John McNab.

4. How do the Beales show that they are different from other people in Two Mills?
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Maniac Magee John McNab
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Literature Test  #2

Maniac Magee

Chapters 15 - 27 

1. Why does Amanda want Maniac Magee to untie the knot at Cobble’s Corner?

2. Why are the Beales mistreated? What does Maniac do about this problem?

continued...

N a m e :
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3. Why doesn’t Grayson know what black people are like?

4. Why doesn’t Maniac want to move in with Grayson?
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Literature Test  #3

Maniac Magee

Chapters 28 - 38

1. How is Grayson’s funeral different from the way one would expect it to be?

2. Why is Maniac without hope when he comes to Valley Forge? How and why does he change?

N a m e :
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3. What makes the McNab home an unpleasant place for Maniac to live? Why do you think
Maniac continues to live there?

4. Why does Mars Bar dislike Maniac more than ever? What do you think Maniac could do to
become Mars Bar’s friend?
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Literature Test  #4

Maniac Magee

Chapters 39 - 46 

1. What does Maniac learn by noticing the back yards of homes in Two Mills? 

2. Why is Maniac determined to help Russell and Piper no matter how poorly they behave?

N a m e :
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3. How and why does Mars Bar change his attitude toward white people?

4. State one of the themes in Maniac Magee, using examples from the novel.
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Vocabular y  Test  #1

Maniac Magee

Chapters 1 -  14

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

accurate suspicious miniature

clamoring suffice solitude

commotion finicky vacant

lingered
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N a m e :
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Vocabular y  Test  #2

Maniac Magee

Chapters 15 -  27

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

cunning glum peculiar

frantically priceless robust

gawked abruptly scrawny

flaunting



Vocabular y  Test  #3

Maniac Magee

Chapters 28 -  38

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

aroma timidly nonchalantly

preposterous vaguely regretted

reluctant endure vanished

hysterical
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N a m e :
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Vocabular y  Test  #4

Maniac Magee

Chapters 39 -  46

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

chaotic pounced veered

ludicrous vast




